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.. Armadillos move about
mostly at night, and some
species roll up into a ball
when attacked.,.
-Webster's New World Dictionary,

2nd College Edition
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These guys have never been to Bard, but wouldn't it be neat if they did?
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ARTS

You may choose 1 sign and 1 sign only.
Three identically dressed, blue-colored figures move around the stage in silent harmony,
alternately
dancing, exploring the
audience and throwing
things at each other, but
never speaking. A volunteer from the audience is suspended upside-down, smeared
with blue paint and
bounced off a canvas. Yellow goo shoots
across the stage. A bug-zapper hums gently
in the background. White crepe paper
streams out over the audience to flickering
strobe lights and pounding dance music. ·Is
it art? Who knows. Do we like it? After a year
at Lafayette Street's Astor Place Theatre, the
general consensus seems to be yes, we like
Blue Man a lot.
The performance piece ''TUBES" centers
around the activity of three figures, separate,
but comprising a whole, blue being. They

the Twinkie, extra Jello

-

are at times childlike and innocent, at times
all-knowing and very entertaining. They are
accompanied by and sometimes provide live
music during the show, and the different
parts of their act, ''TUBES," range from witty
commentary to innocent glee to happy attempts at being simply disgusting. Props for
the show include 1500 feet of crepe paper, 2
hours ofbluemakeup,60 pounds ofbananas
and 30 gallons of Jello. There are tubes_
strapped to every possible outcropping of
the small theatre, and, as we are quickly
reminded, a tube will carry sound all the
way to its other end, unaided by technology.
Before the show, the tubes strapped to the
sides of the chairs in the audience begin
speaking, as sound is piped. into them from
backstage. Not all the sound is pre-recorded,
though-someofthetubes lead directly back
to the Blue Man themselves, who will talk to
willing patrons via these pre-technological
devices for extended conversation before
the show starts.
Blue Man is the brainchild of three New

Yorkers, Matt Goldman, Chris Wink and
Phil Stanton, all of whom are 11 pretty much
30." The three have backgrounds ranging
from catering to software to art history, but
all share the desire to create what they describe as an 11art playground," upon which
they hope to have the opportunity to ''blesh"
with the audience (blesh is a word combining ble1,1d and mesh, taken from Theodore
Sturgeon's sci-fi novel More Than Human).
Blue Man was conceived as an experimental
way of re-introducing the concepts of community and communication in the art world,
like a slightly bizarre takeoff on the idea of
the salon, or what became known in the '60s
as a "happening." The first appearances of
the group occurred in Central Park, where
Blue Man staged. a "Funeral forthe'80s,'' and
on the street across from NYC's Copacabana
nightclub, where Blue Man responded to the
long lines of people waiting to get in with
their own "Club Nowhere," where anyone
could come· in and dance for free \'dthout
needing any music. The group toured as part
.
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of various perfonnance art collections, appeared on MTV and the
Tonight Show, and then set up
shop at Astor Place with their
current hit, "TUBES," a slightly
expanded version of a show
comi5sioned by La MaMa. The
show is actually the product of
hours of work by a crew of 15
"who've never worked in theatre
and don't have a clue, just like

-

us," says Wink. Aside from the
massive amount of food abused
for every performance, there is
the clean-up process, where they
gather up all that crepe paper for
recycling.
All goo aside, there is a lot of
witty and fairly apt social commentary going on throughout the
show,much of it centering around
the pretensions of the art world.
At one point, a dead fish is brought

NeWs
down for artistic critique (which
is flashed across electronic signboards strapped to Blue Man's
back), and several trends are
summarily bashed: the "men's
movement" is the object of a
couple of jokes, and short films
shown during the performance
provide reflection on such popular topics as fractal geometry and
virtual reality. This is the Blue
Man's favorite territory: the areas

· .Classifieds & personals
#1 Fundraiser Nationwide

Yourfratemity,sororityorother
campus group can earn $500 or
more in less than one week. It is
easy and you pay absolutely
nothing.
· Calll-800-735-2077 ext. 215
Please help me somebody! If
you have,or know anything about
my beautiful, soft purple scarf,
please contact me! It was kidnapped Sat. night attheOld Gym.
(S.C.) No questions asked! BIG
reward. Box 793. Thank you!
Found-smoking apparatus in
Old Gym after the BAGLE party.
Owner may claim by identifying.
Box824.
• Looking fora sublet over Dec.Jan. :preferably a room in a house,
inRedHookoroneoftheRavines.
Please contact Chris at Box 1117.
· Interested in submitting to
Papier Mache, the French literary
magazine?. Send your poems,
short stories or essays to profs.
HerveCampagneorOdileChilton
by February 28th. The author's
name, phone # and title of the

work should be written on an at- . centrationsrequirements. Faculty
tached index card. Avos plumes! Dinings Room, Kline Commons,
6-7pm.
The Bard Papers: A journal of
For Sale: Daisywriter 2000 letter
poetry, prose, paintings, sculpture. photographs, film, academic quality(printwheel)printer, IBM
papers, music scores, dance and compatible. Ethan Allan couch,
theatre. Accepting submissions cream/beige with light floral deunti1 Dec. 18th. Send to Robert sign, very good condition. Call
Reynolds or Christiane Andrews 758-5920.
via campus mail.
rm looking for a sublet in NYC for
Guitarist and cellist looking for over winter break. Please contact me
guitarist/singerwhoissickofbad through campus mail or around
folkies and over-developed con- campus. EphenGlennColter
sciencescluttering the scene. Must
Mint-I'm in shape, intelligent
want to make beautiful and mellifluous pop songs with two gui- and good with my mouth. And
tars and cello. Should be able to you?M
harmonize like the dickens. ReTowhomeverhitmywhiteSaab
spond to Box 1208.
in the parking lot of Kline on
Do you find going to Upstate Wednesday,Nov.18th:Aren'tyou
Films a different and special ex- a big enough person to at least
perience than going to the Ly- apologize? Drop a note to Box
ceum? If so, I want to talk to you. 1111.
It's for my Project. Contact Chris
The Latin American Student
at Box 1117.
Organization raised $431 for the
Monday, December 7th there Larenaga Sister City Project. We
will be a pre-registration reception would like to thank all those who
with Gender Studies Faculty to came to support the cause and
discuss spring courses and con- encourage anyone to get involved
with the project. LASO meetings
are held Mondays at 6:30 in the
Presidents' Room in Kline. All are
welcome to come. Thanks again.
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where art and science combine to
produce something that one can
either have a lot of fun with, or be
extremely pretentious about. The
Blue Man prefers the fun side,
and the latent sarcasm which
seeps out during the show lets us
know what they think of the
pretention.
Blue Man isdefinitelyunique as
a theater experience. It is also very
individualized; your own individual experiences and knowledge about the areas on which
Blue Man focuses will determine
why you laugh, how much you
laugh and sometimes who you
laugh at. But chances are you'l1
get a lot out of this show no matter
what your viewpoint. The theatre
itself is cramped-there's little
room between seats and almost
no legroom, but you stop noticing
this almost as soon as the show
starts. Indeed, it would almost
seem to serve their purposes to
have everyone closely packed,
since the group work from the
very beginning to tum their audienceintoacohesiveunit.Above
all, the Blue Man is good -natured.

·_

. · _· _:' .· ·

The humor is never cruel, and
they provide jokes on levels, from
childish to intellectual, so that
everyone willfind something
amusing. Beware though, for the
joke may be on you; tickets to this
90 minute show are VERY expensive, and unless you're used
to off-broadway prices or are
wil1ing to save up, an evening
with the Blue Manmightcostmore
than it's worth to you to pay.
That's really what it cqmes
down to: the Blue Man will make
you laugh, sometimes at them,
sometimes at society, and sometimes at yourself. But when the
show is over, they're the ones
taking home the cash, and it's an
individual decision whether
you'll find this show a bargain at
any price or a total ripoff. You'll
also want to plan in ad vance by at
least a week to go see this show,
especially if you want seats on a
weekend. The show has been
consistently selling out for quite a
while, and if anything their
popularity seems to be growing.
Miss it at your own risk. Do not
read this sign. r;r

the Entertainment

Committee _presents

For Melt in Your Mouth

Sat. Dec. 5th at 9pm in the Student Center

Sw-irlies
Our Anterican Cousins
"'/Bard·s own Golden Anniversary
& the Boba felt Experience

Free w/ Bard ID

Onthe7thdayofX~masmytrue

love gave to me:
7 strap-on dildos
6 silky gusses
5 fucking whores (gasp)
4 used rubbers
3 rubber toys
2 large dolls and
a vibrator with a battery
Attn: Big snow guy in the sky.
Your snowbunny implores you:
.. Harder?! Faster?! More?!
Please?!" Contact third floor,
North Hoffman.

The Jerome Levy Economics Institute of Bard College

FALL 1992
LEVY INSTITUTE LECTURE SERIES

Thursday, December 3, 1992

4:00p.m. Lecture
Alice Amsden, Professor of Economics, Graduate
Faculty, New School for Social Research, will
be giving a lecture titled "Can Eastern Europe
Compete by Getting the Prices Right"
Pan of a free lecture series - everyone is welcome.
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Fea ture s
Mr. Tadeusz Kowalik, a mem- historical precedents of Germany Poland is so different tha.t I know
ber of the Polish Academy of Sci- and Spain, each of which took something different is required/'
ences and the major financial ad- decades to transform their
What needs to be defined in
visor for the econoriries by altering laws and Poland is what the nation's busiSolidarity la- behaviors through the use of state nesses will produce primarily and
bor move- incentives. Most of the Polish who is to get these products. The
ment, visited people have never lived under a collapse of the trading network
Bard on No- Western-styl e economy and lack with the communist-b loc was a
vember 18th, the rudimentary knowledge of severe blow to the Polish
courtesy of how it might work and of the economy. New trade ties will be
the
Bard importance of managemen t, necessary. A new nentrepreneu rRussian ownership and profit-makin g. In ial strata" must emerge to protect
Studies Oub addition to this cultural obstacle, what Kowalik considered essenand th,e History and Economic there is the structural problem of tial to the new Polish economy:
Departments . He discussed his the economy. Kowalik clearly fuJI employment , reduced wages,
views on the transition of Poland opposed the planned transfer of social participation in enterprise
from a communist- controlled state-run industries into private and pluralism of property rights.
economy to a capitalist-ba sed hands~thout~ation,because Kowalik did not consider inflation
economy.
60% of Polish workers belong to to be the most crucial problem.
Kowalik ferverently disagreed industries of 500 people or more,
Apossible solution is to create
with the 11 Shock therapy" ap- and such a power transfer would public works programs. The conproach to the Polish economy. He give a tremendous amount of struction of "flats," small-scale
stated that two million people control to a small elite group of housing units, for the two million
have lost their jobs-one-fif th of owners.
Poles who have requested them,
the working population- without
"I'd like to be Milton Friedman,.'' wouldprovid eaneededstim ulus.
substantive reforms to bring eco- said Kowalik, speaking of the ar- Kowalik remains optimistic that
nomic growth. The greatest error dent free-market ad vocate, "be- his people will bear the burden
Polish leaders made, .said cause in my heart I think his ideas out and prove to be a model nation
Kowalik, was to implement re- arc the best. But the situation in for the rest of struggling Europe.
formsfrom "'above" with only the
tacit and not the explicit support
of the people. Although most polls
of Poles indicate general support
Sophia Martin is the first fresh- says Martin. The staging is simifor privatization , when citizens
were specifically asked if they man in recent Bard history to suc- lar to theater in the round, and the
would work for a private enter- cessfully put together perfor- environment of the Old Gym wlll
prise_and risk the stable wages mances of a full-length drama. give a ''different Iook.11
and secure benefits state-run in- Her interpretatio n of Arthur
Martin had to direct mostly industries provide, they rejected Miller's A View From the Bridge experienced people, which she
privatization . Kowalik suggested will be staged in the Old Gym at favored because they have "no
·that companies run by employee the beginning of next week. It is pretensions and take directions
labor, planning and capital should the story of a 1930s, New York very welL" The theater departbe encouraged; in other Eastern City couple who adopt and raise ment has been umost supportive,"
European nations; such as Hun- the husband's niece. But trouble she says, as has been the adminisgary and Czechoslovakia, such develops when the wife's cousins tration, although J?ean Stuart
programs from '1Jelow" had es- from Sicily arrive as illegal aliens Levine ''thought that it was too
. sential grass-roots support and and the couple takes them in. One much responsibility for us to unof the immigrants is attracted to dertake." Martin encourages upwere very successful.
Currently, Lech Walensa is the niece, and the uncle disap- perclassmen who might not be
leading Poland's to brisk, rapid proves. This sets up a drama in familiar with the actors to come
transformat ion to a market the classical Greek tradition of anyway since the play is "exceleconomy. Kowalik noted that this tragedy with Eddie as the tragic lent'' and will show "what inexapproach to the economy, though hero.
perienced people really can do
"I just think that it's an excellent with determinatio n."
widely supported, ignores the
play with fascinating characters,"
Martin is originally from Richmond, Virginia, though she spent
the past five years in France. She
selected Miller's View because she
had worked with a scene from' it
in high school and because the
whole script intrigued her. Her
only surprise in this production
was how cooperative everyone
was. Actress Dara Rourke says of
Martin, "her dedication to the
entire show and the crew comes
through, and it's really inspiring."
Bard students are encouraged
to attend the performance . 'J'

Dea d
Goa t
Not es
The opinions in this column are not necessarily those of the Observer
staff. But that doesn't mean they aren't, either.
I am an outlaw. I am a daring fugitive. A criminally-m inded
hamburglar. Why? I simply don't recycle. According to New York
State law, that makes me a bandito.
.
It might seem like a silly idea to reveal this
ina public forum, but no one reads the Observer
anyway. Look, one of my fellow non-recycling felons just threw his on the floor of the
Post Office again.
Besides, I want the law to catch me. I dare
them to try and stop me. Even if they catch me
and throw me in jai!, I can still break the law.
I can still refuse to recycle in jail. And I will
never stop recycling until I have total World Domination.
Some. of you might ask me why I want to be an outlaw. Why,
otherw1se, I am a pretty upstanding respectable young man. I
don't drink, don't smoke, don't solicit promiscuous women.
Perhaps you think I don't recycle just to get some excitement in my
otherwise dreary life. Not quite.
It's much more simple than that. I want to be kno\vn as the
greatest criminal mastermind of all time. I want to end the world.
And I can do it. Hitler couldn't do it. Superman might be
pushing up the superdaisies right now, but Lex Luthor won't do
it. No James Bond villain ever got close. Even the Joker couldn't do
it. Compared to me, Saddam Hussein was a rank amateur, and
Socrates was an idiot. But I've done it. I've formulated a foolproof
plan to end the world.
You see, environment al scientists know that just as sure as the
sky is falling, pollution will back up and kill us all off like bug in
a bell jar if we don't recycle. I want to see that happen.
I'm not alone. I have already mentioned my agent in the post
office, leaving his newspaper anywhere he wants to. I also have
a~nts in the world's largest corporations , governments , even
pnvate homes. Together, we are conspiring to bring about this
environment al Armageddon .
Sure, I may be regarded as the most insidious evil to ever rear its
head in the world, but (;lt least I'll amount to something. All of you
.saps recycling your little hearts out may think you're doing the
w?r~da favor, bu~youreffortsarein vain. I, along with my littering
rmruons, shall bnng the world to its knees. Natural resources will
dry up. The sky will cloud over. Our water will be unsafe to drink.
Wildlife will curdle up and die like bugs in a bell jar. Whoops, I've
used that simile before.
When you kill one man, you are a murderer. If you kill a
thousand, you are a conqueror. But I will kill them all, which
makes me a god. Look upon me, mere mortal, and quake. Insert
evil laugh here.
·
·
Now that you know I am serious, you are probably wondering
how you can stop me. Simple: just contact governments from all
over the world and have them give me 500 million helicopters and
a dollar. No, better make that 500 million dollars and a helicopter.
Then, you can recognize me as ultimate and supreme ruler of the
world. Then, I will wed the entire Dallas Cowboys Cheerleading
team.
But, until my demands are met, this evil genius will be holding
the world•s fate in his hand like an aluminium can over a notebOok
paper recycling bin.
Haaaa-Ha-H a-Ha-Ha-Ha.
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Highlights of local and national news
In White Plains, NY, a second
to identify Lyme Disease
discovered by New York
Medical
College researchers.
Victims of
Lyme Disease will
obtain either a circularred rash
or a blisterrash, like that which occurs
contact with poison ivy,
llatK>u~:aweekafterbeinginfected.

In Fishkill, NY, 175 people
beguntopro~taproposed

The knock on the door came at Midnight.
Ms. Nomgcobo Sangweni was in her home with her nine-year-old
daughter preparing for Christmas.
Eight South African pollee officers entered with
State of Emergency powers to search her house.
She was accused of being a communist, despite a
lack of any evidence, and was asked to come with
her daughter to the local police station. The two of
them were forced to stand for fourteen hours.
When the daughter began to cry, she was silenced
by physical threats to the mother. Totally helpless
to protect her child, Sangweni had to endure the
abuse and submit to being separated from her
.
daughter. Subsequently she was placed in solitary confinement for
four months.
In her imprisonment without any charge against her, Sangweni was
confined to a closed room without light. Her captors slid food under
the door to her, offering breakfast food at night occasionally to
disorient and confuse her. She was systematically beaten, interrogated and tortured by electric shock applied to her feet-"giving her
the works". She endured the endless cries of children in adjacent cells.
She was lied to about her daughter's condition. She was not told that
her child had been released unharmed but instead that she had been
beaten and was dead. She was permitted no outside contact from
family, friends, or legal counsel.
"When I was in prison, I lived on hope," said Sangweni at her visit
to Bard on November 18th, courtesy of Bard's Amnesty International
Club and the International Relations Oub. She told of the hope
instilled in her when she discovered that peoP.,le around the world
were petitioning on her behalf. Amnesty International's letter-writing
campaign had apparently overwhelmed the Minister of Justice's
office, and he had taken actions to improve her conditions so that he
could get his regular mail again. Sangweni said it went beyond
inconvenience, though, to embarrassing the government, which was
scared of international condemnation fori ts human rights abuses. She
was sent to a hospital traditionally segregated for "whites only" for
treatment. Political and moral consciousness saved her life.
Sangweni told Bard students at the standing-room-only session that
she was critical of the government of South Africa and not its white
population. She emphasized the insistence by her white doctors that
her ~lice guards leave the room during examination. They r.isked
their comfortable careers to take action within their limited power to
·
rectify human rights violations.
a:mlin~d on page 10

improvement plan that
cost over$ 6.2 million. ResiofBrinckerhoff are already
1..-.<ll·ui,..,,n- almost a $100 a year for
and fear a dramatic in11"'00'"'""" in costs if the proposed
tank is built. Town offis, on the other hand, say that
will become cheaper and
readily available to the
llfl.ourlslhirltg area.
In Minnesota, jury selecon has begun for the trial of
he former Roman Catholic
est James Porter. Porter is
ccused of molesting almost
ne hundred children in
assachusetts, Minnesota
nd New Mexico. The first
to be dealt with is the
llacctised molestation in 1987
babysitter hired by Porter.
IIP'nr·t,.r is currently fifty-seven
old and is pleading incent to the charges.
In Long Island, five promoposters for the KKK were

discovered and removed by a police officer this past Sunday.
In Washington, D.C., on Monday the Supreme Court announced their decision not to hear
a case concerning the outright ban
of abortions. Because of this decision,statescannotcu rrentlypass
totalanti-abortionlaw s. Theycan,
however, still pass laws that
would enforce regulations in
abortion cases. Such regulations
already in existence include: parental consent if the woman were
under 18 years of age, notifying
the father of the pregnancy prior
to an abortion and mandated
checkups for the mother after the
abortion has taken place.
Nationwide, the USA's largest
airline, American Airlines, has
recently laid off over five hundred wC>rkers-someoutri ghtand
others with compensation packages. Tilis large scale layoff is an
attempt by the company to reduce management by at least 6%,
thereby reducing company costs.
So far no pilots or flight attendants have lost their jobs nor are
they expected to, but further lay. offs are possible.
Also concerning the nation:
theca pta in, five senior officers,
and three crew members of the
Navy ship USS Saratoga have
recently been charged with
misconduct for firing two
missiles at a Turkish ship. One
missile did hit the ship, killing
and injuring some of the officers aboard. The incident
took place on October 1st when
the crew apparently mistook a
drill for an attack and re-

sponded accordingly. The
ship has been returned to
in Florida, and it is predicted
that those charged will
ceive serious punishment, but
not a court-martial.
(Information cited from: The
Poughkeepsie Journal, USA TODAY and WTZA News)

Upcoming Local Events:
Route 9 stories wanted. If
anything interesting has ever
happened to you on Route 9,
write about it and send it with
your phone number to: The
Poughkeepsie Journal Box 1231
Poughkeepsie, New York 12602.
Responses to be printed sometime in December.
Festival of trees. A display
and sale of decorated artificial
Christmas trees to raise money
for pediatric medical equipment. Friday, December 4th
through Sunday, December 6th.
Rochdale Fire House, Route 44
in the Town of Poughkeepsie.
Formoreinfonnation, callMary
Tokarz at 452-4979.
Holiday gift wrap. Gift
Wrapping taking place at the
Poughkeepsie Galleria beginning Saturday, December 5th
through Christmas Eve during
mall hours. The service is being
provided by the B'nai B'rith
Women of Poughkeepsie in order to raise money to promote
services benefiting the well,-being of women and children.
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Another View

NO Racism: stop anti-Asian violence
by James Chang

~

in the United States are still seen as only one
thing: 0-IlNKS.
The weekend before Dr. Leonard Jeffries
galvanized a nation, the Asian American Students Organization at Bard was attempting to
douse the ~ that have been kiOOled by
white America: RAOSM. Werepresented Bard
at the First Annual Conference Against AntiM
Asian Violence at the University of PennsylvaM
nia in Philadelphia. The list of events included
speeches on the history of Anti-Asian violence,

.·, .:,:

June 19,1982
"It's because of you mother-fuckingJaps that
Wf!re out of work!"
These were the last words that 27 year-old
Chinese American Vin:ent Chin heani before
being bludgeoned to death by white men with
basehill bats. Although the killers were sentenced to a ''full" three years probation and a
J'hefty'' $3,(XXHine,asubsequenttrialacquitted
the men of all mwder charges. Neither killer
ever spent a day in prison.
August 15, 1992
"Chink," "Vietcong," "soyonara."
Luyen Phan Nyugen heard these words before being chased, beaten, and kicked to death
by white youths, one of whom yelled, '1 hate
Vietnamese~" Nyugen was a 19 year--old premed student at the University of Floiida.
These two tragedies serve as the bookends
to a-decade that witnessed the revival of
America's national pastime: Anti-Asian
violence.
In 1871, fifteen Chinese in los Angeles were
hanged after whites raided and pillaged their
oommunities in search of gold. Sinre then,
violence against Asian Americans has not only

workshopseminarsthatadvocatedcommunity

increased but has actually been sanctioned lence became institutionalized.
by the US. Government. The internment of
It is the pervading belief in America that
more than 11,000 Japanese in America dur- "white is right is might" that stokes and
ing WWII was a direct act of violence, the kindles the fire of Anti-Asian violence. From
physical use of force to engender the subju- the immigmnt "fresh off the boat'' to the
gation of a people. And so Anti-Asian vio- fourthgenerationJapaneseAmerican,Asians

action against the perpetrators of Anti-Asian
violence, and personal testimonies from youth
who had been victimized by t00se loveable
men in blue who told Rodney King and aU
people of color where they really belonged; on
the pavement Numerous representatives of
AsianOrganizatiomandcollegeswerepresent
to help facilitate dialogue, discussion and tools
for promoting a greater awareness of Asian
American issues on college campuses and
communities.
After attending a workshop sponsored by
Project REAUI ffititled '1!uilding Coalitions
Among People of Color," the AASQ hit the
streetsofrhiladelphia tospreadthegood word;
usrop ANTI-ASIAN VIOLENCE."

The Beer Column
Remember the joke about how a father,
whenever he came home from work in his
car, was a magician because in front of the
househetumedintoadriveway?Well, that's
what happened to our former beer columnist, Budds Cors--he turned into a road.
S'true,askanynativeRed Hookian the name
of the road from the end of Annandale (past
Manor) to Route9,and they'll tell you it's our
good buddy Budds Cors.
No, actually the real story behind the demise of the Man on the Street is far more
grotesque than that (although we didn't lie;
there really is a road named Budds Cors)
Unable to exist any longer with the terrible
division implied by his name, and, being
unable to resolve this dilenuna (even with
theaidofacaseofeachofhlsnamesakesand
the devout, nay, religious application of all
his powers of concentration thereupon for
three days or so), our dearly departed friend
changed his name to Absolut Stolichnaya,
moved to Siberia and is currently raising
potatoes (spelled with an e; oh those wacky,
wacky Russians). So, as a favor to our dear
beloved Observer editor, and in memory of
our belovedbutmentallydecapitated Budds
Cors, the two of us whose names shall
henceforth and forewith forever remain
unknown (exceptwithincertaindisreputable
circles) have declared ourselves interimbeer
columnists-i.e., we wanted free beer and
were actually willing to write for it. We are
not like the aforementioned beer martyr in
that we are extremely selfish. We will not
patrol Kline, Olin, the Old Gym, in front of
Apsinwall or any other permanent structure
(or MPZ hovel) to garner your feeble, halfdrunken, slavering opinions (i.e.-We want
all the beer. Buy your own.)

Having said that, it's time to heave the
steins and get down to business. For our first
week on the job, we chose three ales, two
British and one American. Pete's Wicked Ale
calls itself "America's Finest," which isn't
really that notable, considering that it•s one
of a grand total of two ales made in the USA,
and the other is Ballantine, which tastes like
dirty toilet water and looks like camel piss
(well, what we imagine camel piss to look
like, if we were sufficiently curious to find
out, which we're not). Pete's has a nice ~ty
flavor, a surprise for an American product in
a land full of JlQ-body beers. The aftertaste is
a bit bitter and would get to you after a while
if the bottle weren't so generous. After a pint
and 6 oz., if you'renot a beer drinker or have
low tolerance and are well on your way to
buzzdom, aftertaste no longer matters. For
the price of $2 a bottle, Pete•s is definitely
decent. Also, there's something cool about
hefting a huge bottle around-makes you
feellikearealdrinker,insteadofjustacollege
studentdesperatelyattemptingtoavoid work
by getting trashed for no apparent reason
(come to think of it, that's probably how most
heavy drinkers start).
Whitbread used to be a favorite ale, with a
crisp, clean taste and plenty of head. The
bottle looks different now, with a fancierlooking label and no more gold foil on the
top, because it is now brewed in the United
States under authority of the original brewery(funny,costs the same). The taste is somehow ~ifferent, and although still one of the
best ales around, is not quite as good as it
used to be. Whitbread comes in four-packs,
whichissortofannoying,becausethatmakes
it all the more expensive per bottle. At any
rate, Whitbread still rates three and a half

stars, the only ale better than it being Bass.
Hardy'sis theultimate in ales. This beeris not
~mas Hardy's Ale, "the finest ale in the forthefaintofheart-it'soneofthestrongest
world," comes in cute little four-packs like ales we've ever had. The big problem with

the Whitbread. Unlike most other beers,
Hardy's is naturally fennented rather than
pasteurized or cold-filtered-the beer we
drank was dated vintage 1990--and on the
label it suggests that drinkers wait at least 48
hours to give the contents time to sett1e. One
big surprise upon popping the top was the
strange word "Florida" printed across the
bottlecap.Itseemsdoubtfulthatsomewhere
amidst all the sheep and soccer players of
Merry Old England there exists a village of
palm trees, nude beaches and over-populated state colleges. Wherever it is made,

Pete's Wicked
·..

Hardy's is the cost. For only a four-pack, with
6.33 oz. bottles, Hardy's costs almost two

bucks a bottle. That's the reason for the lower
rating; a four-pack is okay, but more than a
couple is a waste of money and kind of
overpowering on the senses as well. Everyone should try Hardy's at least once, if only
to later compare all other ales to its extravagant taste.
That's it for this week. Join us next time as
we define the difference between beer, ale
and lager,and relate a few tales from the land
of bizarre artsy films, Germany.

Whitbread

Thomas Hardy's

Pal:e ~le

Ale

· '
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• Busch(cans)
$9.99/case

$4.99/6pk

• Samuel Adams
(reg, winter or ale)

$4.99/6pk

• Meisterbrau
$4.39/12pk

• Beck's(reg.or dark)

1

• Pepsi and
Diet Pepsi
$3.99/12pk
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The Purpose and Training of the New Warrior
are providing them with. We ra:rl to understand that women, though they would like to
help us, are unable to tell us what a man is.
Knowledge of what a man isis a secret wisdom
that only men can give to men. Knowing what
a woman likes ard is alttacted to is a good
knowledge to have, but it is not a complete
m3\ toovercometherepressionofthisessential mxleltowhichwecanhealthilyC!S}Me.Contnny
put of ttanselves. 1re New Warrior is a man to the egregious lie of the seventies, ITel and

Sm the birth of humankind, men's souls
have possessed the energy of the Warrior.
Modem social forces have demanded that men
repress this natural power, and this has causro
many difficulties for men and for society. The
New Warrior Training network is a national
men's rormnunity whose mission it is to train

whohasfaredhispersonalshadowandhasthus

reganm tre powerful, loving, ani life-generating energy of mature rrwnilinity. This is the
h3Usp.tmeyasdesaibedbyJosephCarnpbell;
theboonwith whicheachmanretumsisasecure
which he lives his
and steady grmmding

from

personal mission, the mission of the New Warrior.

To understand whatmenaredoingtoday,itis
essential that we understand the pluase ~war
rior energy'' properly. Warrior energy is the
fiercely aggressive and highly focused power

thatgivesaman theabilitylo live,act,anddiefor
what he believes in Fore<ms theproperfocusof
sucherergyinrren wastheprotectionofandthe
provisionforthetribes.For
thousands and tlvJusands
of years, men knew who
they were and what was
required of them; our existence tOday is ev:idence
that our Great Grandfa-

inrercities,sellingdrugs to and murdering each humanness is incomplete.
otlE-. 'There is the often cited quote that more
There is a vacuum of powerful, integrated
youngblack n:ellivein ourprisonsthanattend men. As Robert Moore and Douglas Gillette
college. Our rorrosexual brothers are made have written in their boo~ Ki.ng. Warrior, rvf.ascapegoats,andareoftencompletely ostracized gidan, Lover: Rediocoveringthe Archetypes of
by society. TI-esexualabuseofchildrenisrising the Mature Masculine, nrn the present crisis in
atunconsdonablemtes;JolmBradshawestimates masculinity, we do not need, asoome feminists
that 34 million adult American WOII'6\ have are saying, LFSS masculinity, we need MORE.
been sexually abuse:l by the tirre they were 13 But we need more of the MATURE Masculine.
women are not thesame.Neithersexisbetteror years old Society is
We.neOOMAN
:nue valuable than the ~~ but lD\til we as beginningtolookat
psychology.
people are willing to honorourdiffererk:es, and the sexual ~of
Weneed todeto honor row these differences makeusspe::ial young boys- a revelopasenseof
as men and women, we cannot truly value centstudysuggests
ailinnessabout
ourselves as human beings~ nor can we honor thatasmanyas 1/3
masculine
the opposite sex.
of all sexual abuse
j:X)Wer, so we
Menarekeptemotionallyandspirituallyapart victims are male.
don't have to
by our rompetitive society, so none of the We are destroying
act out domikilowlcdge of what manhood is is given to us the natural world
nating,
when weare boys. A timeexisted in which men that we used to feel
~
cared for the rouls of the :rren in their commu- at hoire in- and for
behavior tonities. A powerful masculine love existed be- what? Profit? 'I're
wards others."
tween fathers and sons, young men and their souls of men have
To define mamentors, tre trit'eJ. chief and his followers, and no respect for~
NEW WARRIQRTtol
ture masculinity in all its
beauty is too
large a task to
attempt here.

But at the soul
level, men
possess and
respect three

thers lived their missions.
The warrior used to be
·not merely a man who

fought battles with his
within the male community for itself. Young hoarding of money. Atthesoullevel, men have
men were guided byoldenren who held them norespectforthepettydominationandabuseof
hadthepower,astheSamuraiwaniorsofJapm in their hearts. These older men taught them women ard children which is often exerted by
used 1o say, 11to put his fear on the tip of his whatitnmnt tote a man, they JX>inted out the menwho,liketherestofus,Iongtofeelpowerful.
sword;'andtokillthatinhim;elfwhichneeded young men's mistakes ard wea:kresses, and Such men are living outside of their true power
to die, and to protect that in himself which was encouraged their strengths and powers. Young as~ and these Iren ate capable of tremensc1cred. Warrioreregy,therefore,ismuchmore menwereinitiatedintol11ailOOod,and theythus dous evil. ~ps tre most fr.ighlening part of
· than a power to inflict harm on others. It is the knew who they were ard what responsibilities this is thatwemenarenowatourweakestwhen
energywhichenablesamantodowhatheneeds they bore- to the Gods, to the tribes, to their w~havethegreatestabilitytodestroyourplanet.
Those are some of the larger issues. But~
mdo,despitethephyskalerooremotional pain fumilies,andtotilemclves.AyoungmanlearnErl
that acmmpanies responsibility. We see tre howtorelateto~women,a:OO.children.He larger issues arise from the pain in the lives of
Warrior in a -man being arrested at a political leamedhowtoputhiswanlsasideinserviceto individual human beings. Itisalwayssafer,and
demonStration. We Seethe Warrior in theartist a ~ter purpose fhan his ego. He learned it is rertainly msier to look outward for an
who sweats through theagonizingrrorre1ts of spirituality and the magic of his culture"s past in explanation of what muses these problems. We
fatigueand~doubtthatacrompanycreation. an energetic, relevant way. He lEmned that he in the nat's movel'Ielt however, are commitWeseetheWaniorinthemanwhoworkslong could and should go to Iren for SUfP>lt ard ted to fearlessly looking at treir true causes- not
hours to feed his family when his body would guidaoc'e. When a man had experienced a all, but most of which exist inside us. There are
mthel' indulge itself. A man must have the childhood and youth like this, the warrior and many men who have achieved all that society
Waniorifhe is to commit to being emotionally other energies in his body became his allies and tells~ we are supposed to want, yet who feel
at his service. Today, however, many men little purpose in tt6r lives. The woundsand the
presentwhileyetmaintaininghisboundariesin
romanticrelationship;.HenrusthavetheWarrm grow up never experierdng a non-shaming losses they experienced can be avoided but rot
if he is to acrept the unpleasant aspects that go - masculine love, so these energies becorre over- escaped. Despite their accomplisl:urents, these
along with the py pf raising his children. At all powering forces which can devour and menmdiatevaylittleenergy. ~a man is
timestheWaniorknowswhoheis,ardhewill clisernp:>werhim.~inthehumanbody themachobullyortheoverlysensitive,rew age
let nothing stand between himself and what he are always neutral- we can use them or let them guy,heo.ftenfeelsthathismanlnxiisiocumplete.
Themachoman~toactwith power, but he
destroy us, but we cannot get rid of them.
knows is right.
A man only reeds to glance at our society to lacks tre ability to feel, and this renders his
A generation of feminist men and women,
abused by the old, obsolete p1ttiarchy, have see the consequences of the loss of the male relationshipsandhisspiritualitysuperfidal.The
accepted the myth that masculinity is evil and comnmnity. We have marriages collapsing at softmaleisabletofeelcer:tajnofhisfeelingsquite
destructiveatitsroots. Thishasresultedinmany tremendousrates,ormarriagesthatlackrespect beautifully, and he cares a great amount for
men feeling ashaired and/or afraid to acrept and boundaries, and eith?rcircumstanceleaves otrers, but he lacks the ability to act powerfully,
theaggressiveerergieswithinthernselves. These young chi1dren without the nurturance so nee- so despite the grandeur of his visiol\ he is
men often find theirtrue~ves unacceptable,oo essary to the developrrent of powerlul people. ineffectual in his life. Both of these types (which
· they attempt to ask worren to provide a more Angry, fafrerless young men who have been many of us have vadllata:i between) lack inteto1erabledefinitionofrnan00odthantheirbodies al?andonoo by the male oommunity live in our gration. If a man's manhood is incomplete, his
outerenemies,buta~whowaswillingtogo

into himself arxi fight~ battles in his soul He

were

-

basic virtues:
Jntce:ritv.Low
andPower.Integritycomesfroma balanceofall theenergies in
aman'slife.Amanwithintegritytakcsowrership
of his needs, his feelings,and his mistakes. Love
is the JX>wer of a man to see all that makes a
person, and afterunaJX>Iogetically pojntingout
that person's weaknesses and self delusions, to

ble$thatperron'ssoul.Poweristheabilitytoact
with love and integrity, in service to one's mission. These three virtues are inseparable in men,
and together they make mature masculinity.
Men lose the connectedness of these virtues
whenr as bo~ they lo~ tiEr sense of basic
worthashuman beings. Whenaboyisnurtunrl
by his pu-entsinchildhoodandis blessed byhis
father and the male community in youth, he
becorres a powerful man. His sense of worth
comes from a safe, invulnerable placE within
him. But when the beautiful, golden energy we
see in youngchildrenisnotnurtured-when it is
neglected, abmdoned, or invaded- the soul of
the boy becomes punctured. wnn as a ymmg
man he remains uninitiated and unwelmmed

intothecommunityofmen,norroregrowthcan
occu.r.He remains psychologically connected to
thesafe, wann,allembracingworldofhismother
(whichhisOOdyandooulhaveoutgrown)rather
thanmakingthecrudaJmoveintothemasculine
kingdom, in whichallisootalwayssafe, warm,
or nurturing, but in which he finds himself, his
bro~ and a secure base from which he can
relate to women.
Without this crucial nurturing of his manhood, the bold within him and all its beauty
becomeblackere::l byathickshadowofwourds.

A page of unedited oijzrser~~"tions f_rorn guest vvriter~

continued on page 10
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This November 20th through
the 23rd, the Bard Theatre of
Drama and Dance presented
Dance Theatre IV, 1992.
As
with
dance concerts in the
past, this
presented
modern
_
dances some
of which closely resembled previous ones. Butwhatd.ifferedgreatly
in this concert was the fact that
many of the dances were intriguing and the show proved to be
fresh and· innovative.
'1';he Return," choreographed
by Rosie Getz and perfot,med by
Layla M. Childs, Dawn Frank and
Getz immediately caught the
audience's attention as they were
ushered into the dance space. Each
of the dancers was tied to a pillar
with yellow ~Caution' tape while
twisting herself around it. This in
tself was strange, because there
.vas no formal beginning to the
iance or the program; it was as if
hey were just waiting for us in:tead of the audience waiting for
hem. Yet~ once the dancers untied
hemselves from the caution tape,
he dance lost its element of sur,rise and interest. Unfortunately,
he mqvements of the dancers
,rereunoriginal and tiresome. The
.ancers moved well, but nothing
•romising tied the piece together
s the caution tape held the
ancers to the pillars.

Small
Classes.
Big scores.
Results.
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"Duet for Limbs and Strings'1
choreographed and performed by
Melina Macka1l proved to be yet
another disappointment. Performed and composed by Jason
D. Durham, the music was more
enticing to watch than the dance.
The instrument on which he performed his music was the back of
a stand-up piano. Though it was
fun to watch him play, there were
points of tension in the dance
which brought the audience's attention back to Mackall. But for
the most part, thiswasnotenough
to captivate the audience and
Mackall never truly developed the
piece. Sadly enough, the largest
attention grabber Mackall had was
her glow-in-the-dark wristbands.
''Small Talk" was a piece choreographed and performed by
Melina Mackall and Craig
Peterson. This performance
proved to be a change for the better in this concert. What worked
so well for this piece was its use of
humor to relax the tension in the
audience. The costumes were
light-hearted and fun; both were
dressed in sweat pants, tee shirts
and sneakers. Peterson would
continually push Mackall out of
the way while he would continue
to dance. She would then reenter,
and a contest arose to see who
could stay on the floor longer. The
mix of these antics of bumping Craig Peterson, Arabella Stewart
into each other, rolling over each and Reyn Williams. At first this
other and carrying each other piece gave the iinpression that it
along with the serious-toned was going to be just another inmusic made for a light-hearted comprehensible modem dance as
and highly original and sponta- . the performers lay on the floor
neous piece.
and made strange breathing
~.~Sound
Improvisation- noises, rising and falling. Yet, as
Chaos" was choreographed by theyallgotupandmovedaround,
SusanOsbergandperformedbya the 'chaos' began and caught the
number of dancers: Miriam audience's undivided attention.
Arensberg, Cary Baker, Abby Theywerecurioustoseewhatthe
Bender, Hilaire Blumberg, Layla dancers were up to, if anything at
M. Childs, Ephen Glenn Colter, all. Suddenly, ridiculous converRosie Getz, Herman Harmelink, sations began taking place, while
they moved around. Atone point,
one dancer was on the floor alone
holding a silly conversation with
herself. Two more dancers entered, talking in a no~sensical ·
language. As the rest of the dancers came back to the floor, the
movements and conversations
became increasingly spastic. In the
and much more...
end, they ceased their talking and
stopped and stared at the audience; it was only then that I realized that this wasoneperfonnance
COMFOR1' FOOTWEAR
in which no music had been play65 Tinker St, W~. NY 12498
914~679-2373
ing and understood that it was
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not needed.
'See By Night," s choreographed by Megan Khoury and
performed by Jennifer Cooke,
Amanda Gott1 Sarah Krammer,
Lena Lewellyn, Arabella Stewart
and Marin Van Young was one
ofthe most fantastic pieces of the
concert. Stewart entered the dark
studio wearing a black dress and
carrying a candle. As ocean
sounds were played, the rest of
the dancers entered wearing
flowing white outfits and canyingcandles. The movements were
1

•
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peaceful and graceful; the dancers would prance and jump creating continuous, flowing gestures. The fact that it was a flawless performance made it a disappointment when it eventually did
end. I am not the only one who
desired an encore.
The final piece of the the concert,
entitled "Au be," was choreographed by Rosie Getz and performed by Rafal Dziemidok'Day'1 Kirsten Peterson- 'Night',
Aileen Passloff-'Sorceress', and
Miriam Arensberg1 Cary Baker,
Abby Bender, Jennifer Cooke,
Rafal Dziemidok, Devo.rah
Flashenberg, Elissa Kammer,
Autumn Anna Luckey and Marin
Van Youngasthe'Spirits'." Aube"
is the story of two children who
were stolen away at infancy and
raised by a sorceress. The girl was
brought up in a cave and never
saw the daylight; the boy was
raised in such.a way that he never
was awake to see the night. This
piece was the perfect closing
performance for the show because
it was colorful and intriguing and
much different from the previous
pieces because it had a story.
Passloff as the sorceress was deliciously funny with her wonderful witch-like gestures. The spirits tried to keep Day from meeting
Night but when they failed, tension grew especially when day
died. Distressed, Day did not
know what to do and was devastated. The elements of ballet
mingled with modern dance
added to the richness of emotion
felt by the audience.
Overall, Dance Theatre N, 1992
was much more than a mere success.ltwasalivelyshowofmyriad
elements tied in together through

the different performances.
Thoughsomewerenotasoriginal
as others, all showed great effort,
skilland daring. rv-

A Day for Creative Thoughts

and Experience
Computer-generated music,
improvisation, movement pieces. films

at Blum Gallery
December 4, 1992

2 to 10 p.m.
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Dagmar Reichert and Michael tions of dancers: Baba, Lin, ofgreat political and cultural change
Yasenakdancedincolorfuloutfits Quintero, Reichert, Yasenak and in China's history. This perforthat reflected the dance itself; fun their twirling sticks and interest- mance was the most enthralling of
and highly entertaining. It was ing facial gestures instilled a sense all the dances on the program not
short and sweet, a perfect intro- of wonder and awe into the audi- only because it was the longest and
ductory performance.
ence.
most involved piece, but also due
FAIRY MOON DANCE (TradiThe final selection on the pro- to its mixture of serious and hutional), performed by Chao-Hui gram was entitled, DOUBLE morous elements. A couple enters
Chou is based on an ancient tale HAPPINESS/ ONE HUNDRED with otherssUJTOundingthem who
which took place over three-thou- SORROWS (1992), and included: are covered with their silk fans. As
sand yearsago. An emperor whom Baba, Chou, Lin, Quintero, in FAIRY MOON DANCE, this
everyone hated wished to live Yasenak, Dadu:ra, Inoue, Marshall, dance uses more than simply the
forever, so he concocted a magical Reichert, and Lee. The Chinese cal- movement of the dancers' bodies,
potion to allow him to rule forever. ligraphy for the word marriage de- but also their movement of other
Even his own wife did not like this picts the character happiness twice, devices, in this case their long silk
idea, so she decided to intervene side by side. Using traditional fans fans. The change of costumes from
and tried to hide the potion, but withlongsilk attached, the dancers the pajama-like outfits to the
had a difficult time finding a hiding are playing within a play in a tale women dressed in provocative
place. In desperation she drank the about an unhappy marriage. dresses creates symbolism for the
potion herself, but since it was too DOUBLE HAPPINESS/ ONE stmy line. One of the women adds
much for her body to handle, she "HUNDRED SORROWS is set in tothecouple's~rnarital problems by
floated to the moon. In this piece, a Shanghai during the 1940's- a time attempting to seduce the husband
woman enters in a simple and
modest costume in pink, adorned
with blue fringe. But what made
not only the costume special, but
also the dance, was the streamers _
which she danced with attached to·
the sleeves of the dress. This added
to the elegant style of the dance. At
Much of the action contained work, prepares their meal, and then
first, the streamers appeared to be within The Match Factory Girl is makesherselfuptogoouttoalocal
bouquets, until Chou unraveled about process. The opening mon- dance. As all of the other women
them and surprised us with this
tage shows areasked todance,Irissitsalone,a
added spectacle. Because she
howalog-its wallflowersippingoneorangesoda
moved the streamers well, Chou
bark peeled, after another.
made this simple dance quite encoated and
Finnish director Aki Kurasmaki
thralling and exciting.
packaged-is ·adoptsa sparse,cold,d.istantstyleThe Excerpt from MONKEY
transformed and crafts from it a compelling
KING (1991) was a dance which
into a box of humanstory.Heparesdownevery
included modem and traditional
matches. The scene, to include only what is abvalues. Because this dance is a
process of in- solutelynecessary. Trimmingmuch
three-year long project, the group
dustry,alrnnst -of the dialogue, the soundtrack is
simply decided to take and per- entirelydevoidofhumanpresence,is dominated by clamoring factoty
form a part of it. Unlike FAIRY interruptedbyapairofhumanhands. machines, voices from television
MOON DANCE, MONKEY Iris works in the relentless doldnuns sets, and music from juke-boxes
KING was light-hearted and of the match factory assembly line, andloungeperformers.Oadinher
comical. The costumes once again checking the match boxes to insure newdress,Irisiswordlesslypicked
provided the finishing touch for thattheirlabelsareproperlyadhered. up ina night club by a businessman
the performance. The yellow tops
Where the process of the assem- who, as the music switches from a
with the tiger print bottoms added bly line leaves off, the story of Iris teclmo-pop beat to a slow song,
a distinct flavor and motion which picks up. The Match Factory Girl is asks her to dance with a mere geshelped to create a successful aquiet,subtle,subversivefilmabout ture. Byminimalizingdialogue,the
dance. The leaping and jumping the perils of a single woman film pays homage to the quaint
created continuous conglomera- working in ·modern society. The charm of silent film while utilizing
action of the film, just like the· the alienating quality of a
opening montage, shows how Iris, soundtrack devoid of genuine hulike the log, is slowly unraveled by man interaction. Iris wants desmodem inditstrial society. With perately to break from this cycle of
little or no dialogue, the people in depression,shewantstoescapethe
Thf'OUih Th...., 07 &: t:Upm- DANZON
the film operate like cogs in a rna- monotony of her boring life, she
Frl, 1 &: 9; Sat &:SUn, 5,7,&:9;
chine. Iris is shuffled through the wants to be loved. Whenshedoesn't
Mon. 8:45; Tues, 7 (only 60
.US), W.cl&: Thur, 1 &: 9
monotonous routine of daily life. get what she wants, she reacts.
She lives at home with her idle
Withintheinhibitionsofthisquiet,
SUnday, 4pm; Mon. 7pm
parents, to whom she unwittingly subtle style, Kurasmaki maneuvers
donates her weekly pay check. In a like a true master. An homage to the
FILMS ABOUT AR.TISTS
tiredritual,afterherlongdayatthe works of Bresson and Ozu,
BY PIIU.JP HAAS
factory, Iris returns home from Kurasmaki weavesaseriesofsingle,

ThispastSunday,November22,
the Asian American Student Organization, the International Student Organization and
deKline presented Chen
and Dancers
at the Dance
Studio. Olen
and Dancers
is a professional touring dance company performing
contemporary works informed by
an Asian-American heritage. The
company's repertory includes
works by Remy Charlip, Ruby
Shang, Kazuko Hiragayashi,
Mariko.Sanjo, as well as the Artistic Director H. T. Chen. With its
studios in the heart of New York
City's Chinatown, the company's
activities range fromdomesticand
international touring to lecturedemonstrations for New York City
school children and educational
programs for disadvantaged children. The company also operated
the ARTS GATE CENTER, a yearround performing arts school
providing training in dance and
music, and the MULBERRY
STREETTHEATER,Chinatown's
first fully-equipped, professional
performance space.
·
Before the performance began,
James Chang, a Bard student gave
the audience an introduction. He
info11lled the audience that Chen
and Dancers make an effort to
break down many racial barriers
which exist today. The multicultural aesthetics of Chen and
Dancers '1 ...breathe life into older
people and Bard students."
"The Excerpt from 39 CHINESE ATIITUDES (1986)" was
the first piece which was presented and it gave the audience a
very good impression as to what
would follow for the rest of the
program. The dancers: Hikari
Baba, Erika-Dadura, Cathy Lin,

WOON

·

and take himaway from his wife. A
man enters who also tries to seduce

the wife and take her away from
her husband. The mounting· tensionand movementneverceasesto
hold the audience's attention. All
of the dancers, not just the main
performers, manage to successfully
capture the emotion and feeling
which the dance wished to convey. .
Chen and Dancers is to be ap-plauded for the outstanding work
that they shared with the Bard
oommunit}r. Everythingabouttheir
performance stands out. Its unique
originality, the story lines attached
to each piece, the costumes and the
heart-felt emotions proved Chen
and Dancers to be a spectacular
group of lively dancers.

'J'

long take shots together to create a
compelling stoty. Each shot takes
enough time to meditate on the
squalid sunoundings or to savor a
strikingcomparison,butnotsomuch
time that the sequence becomes te-dious. Before any scene becomes too
lengthy, Kurasmaki 100ves on. The
Match Factmy Girl is told with startling economy (the film is only about
70 minutes long in its entirety.)
Yet, as Iris plots to escape her predicament, thepaceofthefilmremains
patient. Iris's stoty unfolds with a
slow, but definite clarity. Refusing to
acknowledge the shift in the actiOl\
Kurasmaki creates an unsettling
tension which injects humor into this
otherwise bleakstory. The unsettling
effect of Kurasmaki's cold distan.'e,
coupled with the unusual and unexpected course of action Iris pursues
towards the end of the film, creates a
deeply satisfying mixture of tension
and humor. Kurasmaki comments
on the role of the spectator to the filn\
for it is the spectator who rerognizes
the humorofheractions,and the film
which refuses to acknowledge it.
The Match Factory Girl is a rare
cinematic treat. A film which celebrates the victory of a female protagonist, while in its own playful
way exploring the joys of filnunaking. The Match Factory Girl will
show in the Old Gym this Friday at
7pm. Call 758-6369 for details.
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The New Warrior continued
continued from page 6
This shadow filters and twists the energy of his will, and, as shown above,
thishasitsro~Mostmenin

he often feels unable to explore his
theSaturdaynighttreeting,a woman true, masculine self without their
fromtreWomanWithinnetworkwill permission. I promise you that you
be with us. The Woman Within net- will never receive this permission
ence the new human ro:mmunity. At

work is affiliated with the New War-

YOUmustbetheonewhotearshi.mself

riors,anditserves~oomplernentary

awayfromjudgment.Rememberthat

brothersthanconnected,andtheyhave purpose of helping women to face
their shadows and regain their powmore grief in their guts than~·
Weare~ :rren. H do not feel ers.Whenmenandwomenhavedone
our power internally, we will look to the important work of separating to
things outside o~ves-- our re1a- learn what it means ro be a man or
tionships,ourcareers,ourchildren-to woman in the next millenium, it is
try to reach for that golden part of us importanttothenretum.toeachother.
thatfestersbermthourwounds.Orin This happens not in the squishy
our rage at this loss of ourselves, we boundaril~ of the past few demay abure otle's, often targeting the cades, but in the safety of being

ifthewomenofoursocietyhadwaited

our society feel more shame than

power, more removed from their

we

grounded as a member of our own
sex.MooreandGillettehavesuggestai
that the earth has never yet had mm
Weekends, we on ~staffgiveaman and worralthatpD$E!SStheintegrated
a safe havenfromjudgementin which masculinityandfemininitythatisnow
hecanbegintolookatwhatkeepsl$\ being discovered I invite you to be
from valuing himself. We give a man partofthisimportantmovement The
thesafetyheneedstogp down into his selfindulgenteightiesareover.As we
wounds and balm them .with the look towards thenewmillffiitlll\ we
OOillJX!SSion aid understanding he face trerrendous societal problems
has always roped he would find. A wrose solutions require people who
manoomesto his trainingweekendin own their power. The easy way to
allofhisfear, pain, and fatigue-and he pretend that we are making impor-

people closest to us, thus passing on
the wounds we have received.
At the New Warrior Training

leaves ovming his povver. The destructive energy of his wotrnds has
been oonverted to the life affirming
energy of the New Wanior. After the
weekend,reremainsconnected to the
malerommunitythroughlntegration
Groups- groups of men who are
dedicated to living their personal
missions ani to relping others to do
the satre. He is also able to staff
trai.ninf:; and plSS on the gifts he has
been given. With ~ reoources he
acquireS from tte;e experiences, tlvt
NewWaniorisableto1ivehismission

untilmenhadgiven them permission
to have their moverrent, none of the

positive changes their

mo~t

brought about would have materialized.Letusnotforgetthatasmenwe
have benefited imirensely from their
ImVeirEnt. As women have become
IOOre independent, we have become
morefreetobeginouroWI)processes

ofseHdisrovei)'.Somrimenfeared the
wornen'slJlCJVe'Ire'llt;inevitabJy,.su.me
women will fear the men's movement But as we did, wo1Tif11 will find
that our movement ooids benefits for
them. As a man gains a safe, clea:l\.
masculinep1acetobringhisemotional

eneliD' and spirituality... he finds that

refledt:rl in our society's laws and

hehasallthemorepowertogivetothe
relationships in his life. Women see
that their dtildren long to be fathered
by powerful men. When these and
otrer WOirell see that they can trust
povverfulmcn, they find that these are
the men whom theydesire to have fur
lovers.
The second and m.:>rc powerful
obstaclethatslands betweenrrenand
menisthefearwehaveoftrustingone
another. Our wounds have taught us
that exposure of who we are leads to

practices.

shaming and humiliation- but this is

tantchangesis to enact new laws or to

change representation in our government The more difficult way, but the
only way that affects substantive
change, is for irdividuals to own their
powers. We must change ourselves
first, tb>se true changes will then be

Thereareusuallytwoobstaclesthat mypersonalpromisetoyou,forwhich

keepamanfromtakinguphisplacein you can hold me accountable: to
the male community and receiving

whateverextentyouwillriskwithus-

thegiftsthatarethereforhim. The first to that extent will you be blessed. The
is his fear of the reactions of wotre.n. giftthatyougiveus, your brothers, by
with guts and~, with integrity- Since tre average man is socialized to sh>wingus who you really are will be
take care of women and to fmr their returned in gifts that are beyond our
and witln.tt apology.
continued on page 11
On treweekend of the 4th and 5th shamingshouldhefailtopleaset:hem,
By David Draper.
of Derember, P.T. Ryat\ thi! Wanior
A D<> •s life.
King of the Rochester arm, will be
coming to the Bard College campus.
P.T. isahigh~l English teacher, a
Vietnam oombat veteran, and most

espedally, a man full of love. He will
beaa:ompaniedbymyselfandseveral

other New Waniors from around the
state. We will speak about why the
men's rrovement is happening and
how the New Wanior Training fits
intoit Bothtreetingswillbegin at 7:30
p.m.a:rdwilltakeplaceinroom102_of
Olin. Because m2n R:ed a safe,~
culine place to talk about our issues,
the Friday night m:rting will be for
men only. This will give you men a
chance to hear about the: :rnoverrent

from tOOse that are involved in it, to
ask questions, and to learn how it can
benefit you. The Saturday night
nmingwillbeopentotheentireBard
comnrunity,andiinvitewornen
are interested in the future of our rodety and planet to rorre and experi-

woo
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The scarf
incident
Dear Editor,

I had a dream and it came true:
being a French tutor in a Liberal
Arts College on the East Coast of
the United States of America.
Having studied with delight the
words of Poe, Whitman and Hawthorne I had been the lucky one to
initiate the lively Bard students to
the pleasures of '.tt.a grammaire
Fran<;aise" and share at the same
timemytrueloveofAmericanslang
and twang. IleftParis,light-hearted,
ready to frolic amongst the leaves
of grass on the borders of the
Hudson River. But earlier this week
my dream turned into a nightmare.
As I was 11joyeusement')' on my
way to Kline Commons to eat my
usual bagel and cream cheese (to
whichmyFrenchstomachhasbeen
deliciously addicted) the nicest
oldest lady-whom since then I had
always greeted and who always
replied with the sweetest shy
smile-looked at me suspiciously
and asked me bluntlyifi had lost a
black scarf.
Though surprised by the question, I answered: ~'No, thank you
for~ but I happen to have it
around my neck to protect me from
the first snowflakes which had
fallen on campus."
Apparently not amused nor interested in my poetic statements,
the lady replied that she had lost a
black scarf herself and that it was
the vety one I was wearing. She
even added that the evening before
I had asked her if she had seen a
black scarf, I would have lost.
Rather bemused-as I had not
eaten at Kline the night before, so
involved as I was preparing my
tutorials-! decided to put an end
to the c'onfusion and showed her

_

. ·

the tag "Made in France" to prove
my good faith. I even said it was a
gift from my "maman cherie"
whom I actually miss a lot. Anyway, as I was ready to take my
garment back, she protested saying
her scarf also came from France. I
tried to calm her down and finally
succeeded in taking my scarf back;
still I felt distraught by such a mistake. The story could ha-\re found
here its conclusion.
Butthenextday,asl was going to
have lunch, I found the same lady
behind the counter. Politely, as I
gave her my meal card, I inquired
about her scarf. I should have shut
my mouth. She suddenly straightened up looking at me angrily and
repeated her accusations: "You
have my scarf... you stolemyscarfl"
and she refused to give me back my
meal card.
Patience has limits and I admit I
somehow lost my temper as she
wouldn't agree with the improbability of such a petty "crime" (If I
actually had stolen her scarf, would
I wear it under her nose and ask
news about hers? Come on! We all
know French are masochists but it's
my year off!)
All the diplomacy of Ralph was
necessary to convince her to give
back the meal card, hours later. But
she still finnJy believes I am a thief
and talked to everyone about it. I
am certain she indeed lost her scarf
which coincidentally also came
from Paris, but I have nothing to do
with it.
I'm begging you, whoever. you
are, give Arvie her black scarf
"Made in France" back. You would
reconcile· us and I would spend
better nights. I came to Bard to teach
French and though I'm not perfect,
I am not a "'scarf-maniac"'!
Merci d'avance. I want you to
know Iamhavinga wonderful time
here.

Letters

11· ,:tj

IT BEGAN ON THE
BATHROOM WALL.S.

IT WA'3 WAITT£N ON 1
KL\NE'S C:.OMME'NT ~ROS

WIL.L WE EVE.R KNoW
._WHitT Quf-rzi. MEANS?

Warriors
continued
further
continued from page 10

wildest dreams.

Every man was born with his personal vision of what the world is supposed to be. As very young children
we believed that this world that we
live in was the ideal world. We ernbodied love; we poo;essed an infinite
ability to love others. Our wounds
rovered that vision and lo~ but both
live safely on in every man. The gods
haveprotectedyourgoldforyou,but
youmustdotreworkoffiroingwhere
they have hidden it
It is every man's mission to make
hislifeamovementtowardscreating
the world he envisions. Men must
begin to ask themselves how much
longer our planet can sustain a
population of men who ignore their
missions, and every man must ask
himself how much longer he can afSincerely yours,
fordtonmfromhisownvision.Don't
Stephane Foenkinos
let your fear and mistrust keep you
away. Remember- you have within
youallthepoweryouneed to become
continued from page 4 the man whom you have always
wanted to be. As a warrior brother
''I owe my life to them," she said.
from Philadelphia has said:
Sangweni was quick to acknowledge that her case is but one of
YOU ARE ALL POWERFUL
hundreds of thousands. She reviewed her experiences to detail how MEN. YOUR POWER, WHEN ALcrucial international action can be in saving lives and preserving the LOWED TO EVOLVE, HAS THE
rights #of people you will never see ... you'll never know." Sheencour· POTENTIAL 10 G-IANGE YOUR
aged the new generation of youth to tackle the challenges of the 1990s. LIFEANDTHEWORLDFOREVFR.
They must mobilize to act against human rights violations every- YOUR POWER LIES lN YOUR
where, even in their own country. These abuses have not abated, but . ABILITY TO LOVE, AND IT IS
have actually increased, since the end of the Cold War.
THROUGH LOVE THAT YOU
The Observer choosesNomgcobo Sangweni as its Person of theWeek WILL BE POWERFUL I extend my
because she took action as a citizen by forming an Organization for hand to you, and I look forward to
Women to connect lawyers to the parents of children who had been introducingyou totheNewWarriors.
detained, and that she endured the consequences of ~~"facing the Devil
of apartheid in the eye," experiencing torture both physically and
For now, I remain,
psychologically. Her continued efforts, now in the U.S., to take action
Yours in service to men,
completely within the boundaries of the Declaration for Human
Bruce "White Stag'' Kuznicki
Rights to protect the rights of others, is deserving of praise.

Person of the vveek cont.
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More
harassment
To the writer of "Defining
definitions,"

I see the attention placed on
sexual harassment by feminists as
an attempt to gain power only in
so far as it is needed to guarantee
that women can exist in the public
sector without having to suffer
harassment ba~ on their s~xu
ality. It is not a broad attempt to
gain control over the definition of
criminal behavior for subversive
purposes. It is, however, an attempt to define sexual harassment

I

as unacceptable, criminal behav·
ior in order to ensure women lives
free of harassment. In your letter
you addressed such a feminist
definition of sexual harassment
as 11an instrument of self-interest"
thereby dismissing it. I disagree
with the logic that an act of selfinterest does not deserve attention. The African-American civil
rights movement was certainly
carried out in the self-interest of
African-Americans yet would you
dismiss it and its goals for that
reason? Feminists define sexual
harassment not out of an attempt
to threaten men but rather out of
an attempt to protect women.
Jennifer Reek
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Yeste17.ear's Nostagia. Prof. Luis Garcia~renart directs the Bard College
Community Chorus & Orchestra-Hear J.S. Bach's Christmas Oratorio. Definitely be
there at the Bard Chapel, Bp.

*

Not a Love Story. See this film-an early attempt to make us aware of the
victimization of women throutzh pornography. Presenled as part of today's Psychology
of Women Day. Be there at' Bp, In Olin Art History Room.

*

House-o-Film. The Three Japanese Directors presents Mizoguchi's first color filmPrincess Yang Kwal Fel (1955). In 18th century China, the dau~ter of a cook marries

the Emperor: a palace rebellion demands that the emperor sacrifice'"Yang-but he refuses to
do so. Go today to the Preston Film center, 7p.
------~~.-~~

